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Life After Prison Chapter 2001-When Severin entered Pearl Light Isle, he 
observed Emery’s movements with his divine senses and sa Emery following 
him in with the token in hand. His previous wariness of Emery’s master, 
Daniella, had reduced slightly because Emery had entered out of her volution. 
The distinction between coercion and voluntary action were two different 
things, and it was not the place of any outsider to comment on that. 

After withdrawing his divine senses, Severin smiled to himself and thought, 
‘Hmm… Emery is going to be very useful in helping to craft sixth–grade low 
rank and medium–rank pills. That’ll help me to focus on making a 
breakthrough to seventh grade alchemist” Severin was motivated by the 
prospect. Though his elevated status as the sixth core disciple sparked many 
an envious glance from the ordinary disciples, he knew all too well that his 
responsibilities continued to grow. His days were spent either training, 
polishing his combat techniques, or creating pills to secure a much anticipated 
breakthrough to seventh–grade alchemist. In the past, he had some spare 
time after seclusion to help craft pills for Diane and the others. 

However, he had another responsibility to shoulder after agreeing to Myles‘ 
request. Aside from training and making a breakthrough to a seventh grade 
alchemist so he could prepare for floors eight and nine of the Alcherry Tower, 
he also had to find heptagold energy for the Sky–Soil Heptagold Sword 
Energy technique in addition to tutoring the Seventh Mountain’s disciples: 

Severin could already feel a headache coming on with all those tasks. 
Emery’s arrival offered a timely solution whereby he could delegate some 
responsibilities to her and leverage her past status at the Sixth Mountain. 
Once Emery took charge of refining sixth–grade pills, Severin could focus on 
becoming a seventh–grade alchemist. 

Meanwhile, Emery remained oblivious to Severin’s plan to make her his free 
labor. As she followed the formation into the island, the ethereal mist and rich 
spiritual energy all around created an almost dream- like atmosphere. The 
energy from all around her seemed to flow into her body with every breath that 
she took. 

She was a little shaken with awe as she looked at the spiritually–dense air, 
the lush trees, and the abundance of herbs growing like weeds by the 



pathway. “I can’t believe my eyes. Do all the core disciples get this sort of 
island to live in? 

The energy here is so much denser than back at the sixth mountain!” As 
Emery calmed herself down and followed Severin into the courtyard garden, 
she had to do a double take at Diane and his other wives. Their beauty was 
on par with that of Celeste’s, and she could not help but feel inferior to them 
despite being dubbed the second most beautiful woman from the Sixth 
Mountain. “I don’t think anyone can be as beautiful as they are…” Diane, 
Gilda, Sofia, and Sheila were so exquisitely beautiful in every aspect, and 
even Celeste would start 1/7 +15 BONUS As Severin led her to the courtyard 
garden, his wives noticed Emery’s presence. 

They knew her as the woman who challenged Severin to a contest at the 
Alchemy Tower, and they had been cheering for Severin to defeat her too. 
Her fall from grace and maid–like uniform raised questions. Diane, in 
particular, blinked at Severin and asked, “Why is she dressed like that?” 
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Life After Prison Chapter 2002-“She’ll be my maid from now on,” Severin said 
openly. His straightforward response came as a bit of a surprise to them. 
Though they knew of Emery’s earlier bet, they hardly expected her to hold on 
to her word and become his maid. 

The usually mediative Gilda voiced her concern. “Having her become a maid 
doesn’t seem like a particularly good idea.” Doing so might bring disgrace to 
the Sixth Mountain if word got out. Severin understood the reasons behind her 
concern and reassured her with a smile. 

Emery, on the other hand, offered her reassurance to Gilda. “It’s just a bet. I 
lost to Severin, and it is my obligation to fulfill my end of the bet.” The firmness 
in her reply helped reassure them that she seemed to have done it out of her 
own free will. 

They all got up and approached Emery. As the first wife, Diane had a caring 
character that could set everyone at ease. She smiled and suggested, “Don’t 
think of yourself as a maid. 

Just make yourself comfortable as one of us,” Gilda and Sheila agreed with 
Diane and expressed their views as well. “She’s the Sixth Mountain’s prodigy. 



Severin! Don’t you think it’ll reflect badly on everyone if she becomes our 
maid?” Emery was was touched when they treated her as an equal rather 
than a maid. Though she had to build up the courage to fulfill her end of the 
bet, she would be lying if she said she was not embarrassed or afraid. 

Their words thus came as a welcome reassurance. 

Severin smiled at their interaction and retrieved the materials for the Crystal 
Spring Pill. He then told Emery. “My wives have made their case, so you don’t 
have to take on the traditional duties of a maid. All you have to do is make 
pills for them.” “That’s good with me!” Emery kept the materials away and 
agreed without hesitation. 

Diane and the girls were pleased with the arrangement. “It just so happens 
that we’ve used up the Crystal Spring Pills that Severin previously made for 
us. We’ll be looking forward to your pills then.” “Yeah. We finished about 
seven or eight of them after our breakthrough the other day.” Emery was 
surprised by their casual consumption of the Crystal Spring Pills. 

She looked at Diane in disbelief, then turned to Severin and asked, “Seven or 
eight of them? It’s like candy!” In her mind, the Crystal Spring Pill was one of 
the most treasured pills in the sect. Elite disciples generally did not have the 
privilege of getting much, If at all. 

Even someone in her privileged position could only get +15 BONUS H 
imagined that anyone would be eating the pills like candy! Then again, she 
soon realized that they had such a luxury due to Severin’s alchemical 
prowess. 
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Life After Prison Chapter 2003-The extreme shock on Emery’s face elicited a 
giggle from Diane and the other girls. Diane, as the eldest among them, stood 
up and said, “It’s all thanks to Severin. We wouldn’t have been able to make 
such quick breakthroughs without his alchemy skills.” Gilda and the others 
nodded wholeheartedly upon hearing that. Though they had the privilege of 
residing on Pearl Light Isle, the training resources they received followed the 



standard given to normal disciples�two sixth–grade low–rank pills each month 
and a few spiritual stones. Breaking through to the fourth level of Supreme 
Saint with such limited resources was difficult, if not nearly impossible. 

Emery had already predicted yet, and she looked at the girls with envy. 

Consuming sixth–grade pills like candy was a luxury beyond imagination, and 
one that would surely leave everyone else outside of Pearl Light Isle in shock. 
Lucky for Emery, she was able to calm herself down quickly as a result of her 
experience. 

She then observed that Diane and the girls had reached level four supreme 
saint within half a year. They were brimming with energy, and they had a very 
solid foundation too. When Emery first joined, she was only able to make a 
breakthrough to level two supreme saint within half a year. 

As a result, even she–an apprentice of Daniella–could not help but envy the 
girls‘ surging level four supreme saint aura. 

After putting away the Crystal Spring Pill Severin handed her, Emery 
remarked to Diane, “You just joined the sect half a year ago, right?” “Yes,” 
Diane replied in some confusion. 

Emery glanced at Severin with a mix of despair and emotion. “Making a 
breakthrough to level four supreme saint in just six months is a feat that will 
have our fellow disciples jealous.” Diane downplayed their achievements. 
‘You’re being too kind. It’s not that big a deal. I’m sure plenty people in the 
sect are stronger than us Emery was speechless when she heard Diane 
saying that it was not a big deal. 

She was about to say something more when Severin interjected. “Well, since 
you’re now our maid, I’ll leave the crafting of Crystal Spring Pills to you. If 
you’re stuck on anything and need help, feel free to ask me any questions.” 
“Understood,” Emery answered. Severin nodded in satisfaction. 

Though Emery had Initially been uneasy around Diane and the others, she 
gradually settled in with them after getting to know them better. That being 
said, she still diligently tackled the tasks that Severin had. 

assigned to her, +15 BONUS Several days later, Emery sat before a cauldron 
Inside one of the wooden houses on Pearl Light Isle. A dozen green pills 
hovered in front of her. 



Following several days of hard work, she could finally heave a sigh of relief as 
she said, “I succeeded!” Emery’s alchemical progress had been hampered 
after her loss to Severin, and she was so traumatized by her defeat that she 
butchered her subsequent crafting sessions rather frequently. Surprisingly, 
fulfilling herbet and becoming Severin’s maid seemingly helped her deal with 
the trauma of losing. The crafting process went so smoothly that she was 
rather surprised by it. Though the success of the Crystal Spring Pill remained 
at a low rate of 30 percent, Emery felt content with her accomplishment. 
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Life After Prison Chapter 2004-During the period where she had to grapple 
with her inner trauma, maintaining even a thirty percent success rate with the 
sixth–grade low–rank Crystal Spring Pill was challenging. Several cauldrons 
nearly burnt to the point of being unusable during the refinement period. 

“I’ll be back to my best again if this continues!” Emery thought. Her remaining 
resentment toward Severin had dissipated. After doing a stretch, she carefully 
sealed the dozen or so Crystal Spring Pills in a box. 

Upon completing the task, she opened the door and entered the garden 
courtyard. There, she found Severin and others lounging on chairs and 
reading books. Emery approached them and handed the book, saying. “Here 
are the pills.” Severin put aside his guidebook to the places outside of 
Southsky and took the box. He opened it to find fifteen Crystal Spring Pills 
inside. After a brief inspection, he frowned and closed the box. He tossed it to 
Diane and the girls before remarking. “The quality isn’t good enough, and the 
success rate is rather low too. You’re a prodigy! Why does it seem to take so 
much effort to craft these Crystal Spring Pills?” Severin expressed his views 
and was very dissatisfied with the outcome. He noted the mediocre–quality. of 
most pills, the prevalence of impurities, and a low success rate with only two 
superior–quality pills. 

Emery was anxious when she heard that. Before she could say anything. 

Severin added, “I’ll teach you.” He then began sharing his experience and 
insights into refining the Crystal Spring Pill. As a sixth–grade. high–rank 
alchemist who had received the knowledge passed down by the Alchemy 



Tower, Severin’s guidance could elevate a junior alchemist’s understanding 
by a lot and impart some inspiration to them. 

Emery’s initial feelings of humiliation transformed into shock and excitement 
as Severin provided insights. into his experience with the Crystal Spring Pill. 

Though she was initially unclear about certain aspects of the crafting process, 
Emery soon understood its principles with Severin’s guidance. She exclaimed 
in gratefulness, “I see! I didn’t expect the pill could be crafted like that! Thank 
you for your guidance!” At that moment, she had finally been given a peek into 
Severin’s formidable alchemical ability. Emery recalled the jealousy she once 
harbored when Severin entered the Alchemy Tower a year ago. Back then, he 
was only a sixth–grade alchemist who could produce sixth–grade low–rank 
pills åt most. However, it took him only two months to achieve the remarkable 
feat of creating the elite– quality Crystal Spring Pill. Three months later, the 
entire sect was shaken when he reached the seventh floor of the Alchemy 
Tower. 

Emery initially chalked his successes to luck, but she gained a true 
understanding of his abilities after receiving his guidance. Though she was 
previously limited to a 30 percent success rate with the Crystal Spring Pill, that 
changed when Severin pointed out her past errors. She was eager to try again 
because she believed that she could achieve a steady 50 percent to 60 
percent success rate. 
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